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	Python, a high-level language with easy-to-read syntax, is highly flexible, which makes it an ideal language to learn and use. For science andR&D, a few extra packages are used to streamline the development process and obtain goals with the fewest steps possible. Among the best of these are SciPy and NumPy. This book gives a brief overview of different tools in these two scientific packages, in order to jump start their use in the reader’s own research projects.

	

	NumPy and SciPy are the bread-and-butter Python extensions for numerical arrays and advanced data analysis. Hence, knowing what tools they contain and how to use them will make any programmer’s life more enjoyable. This book will cover their uses, ranging from simple array creation to machine learning.
	
		Learn the basics of SciPy and NymPy quickly. With this concise introduction, you’ll cut through the complexity of online documentation and discover how easily you can get up to speed with these Python libraries. You’ll also understand why they’re powerful enough for many of today’s leading scientists and engineers.

	
		This overview shows you how to use NumPy for numerical processing, including array indexing, math operations, and loading and saving data. You’ll learn how SciPy helps you work with advanced mathematical functions such as optimization, interpolation, integration, clustering, statistics, and other tools that take scientific programming to a whole new level. This book also introduces add-on SciKits packages that focus on advanced imaging algorithms and machine learning.
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Infectious DiseasesLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003

	
		The Third Edition of this definitive reference provides comprehensive guidelines on the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of every infectious disease seen in current clinical practice. More than 300 world-class practitioners detail the full range of clinical infections, microbial agents, viruses, mycobacteria, fungi, and parasites...
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Dream Dictionary For Dummies (Psychology & Self Help)For Dummies, 2008
Dreams! What do they mean? You probably recognize a connection between the dream world and the “real” world, but did you know that you can actually do things to nurture your dream life? Dream Dictionary For Dummies is the fun and fascinating guide that shows you not only how to decode your dreams, but how to remember them and...
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Beginning R: An Introduction to Statistical ProgrammingApress, 2015

	Beginning R, Second Edition is a hands-on book showing how to use the R language, write and save R scripts, read in data files, and write custom statistical functions as well as use built in functions. This book shows the use of R in specific cases such as one-way ANOVA analysis, linear and logistic regression, data visualization,...
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Understanding DB2 9 SecurityIBM Press, 2006
Understanding DB2 9 Security is the only comprehensive guide to securing DB2 and leveraging the powerful new security features of DB2 9. Direct from a DB2 Security deployment expert and the IBM® DB2 development team, this book gives DBAs and their managers a wealth of security information that is available nowhere else. It presents real-world...
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Baseball Hacks : Tips & Tools for Analyzing and Winning with StatisticsO'Reilly, 2006
Baseball Hacks isn't your typical baseball book--it's a book about how to watch, research, and understand baseball. It's an instruction manual for the free baseball databases. It's a cookbook for baseball research. Every part of this book is designed to teach baseball fans how to do something. In short, it's a...
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Accelerating Development Velocity Using Docker: Docker Across MicroservicesApress, 2018

	
		Discover how a software engineer can leverage Docker in order to expedite development velocity. This book focuses on the fundamental concepts this program is built upon and explores how it can help you get your services up and running inside Docker containers. You'll also review tips on how to debug microservices applications...
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